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Abstract Global climate models account for sea ice thickness by summing thermodynamic processes that
affect thickness through phase change and dynamic processes that affect thicknesses through relative motion.
Comparison of these individual processes with observations is essential for model interpretation and
development. We utilized observational estimates of basal thermodynamic growth, overall thickness changes
and their residual difference (including dynamics) to evaluate these processes in the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model 2 (CESM2) submission to the World Climate
Research Program (WCRP) Ocean Model Comparison Project Phase 2 (OMIP2) and Pan‐Arctic Ice–Ocean
Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS). Both models exhibit a similar pattern of higher basal
thermodynamic growth and lower residual effects and wintertime thickness in the central Arctic than
observational estimates for 2010–2018, and vice versa in the peripheral seas. Correcting residual effect biases
would ameliorate the biases in both mean thickness and basal thermodynamic growth.

Plain Language Summary Sea ice models include two types of processes. Those causing phase
change, called thermodynamic processes and those causing thickness changes through relative motion of ice
parcels, called dynamic processes. We compare the effects of these processes in two models to observational
estimates to aid the interpretation of ice thickness in these models and drive development. We find that the
biases in the dynamic effects drive biases in mean thickness and thermodynamic processes, which could in turn
be reduced if dynamic components biases were to be improved.

1. Introduction
Global climate model simulation results are often used to project future Arctic sea ice conditions (Arthun
et al., 2021; Arzel et al., 2006; Flato & Participating CMIPModelling Groups, 2004; Lebrun et al., 2019; Smith &
Stephenson, 2013; Wang & Overland, 2015). Within these climate models, sea ice models account separately for
thermodynamic and dynamic processes to predict how the ice will respond in a changing climate (Hibler, 1980;
Thorndike et al., 1975; Zhang & Rothrock, 2001). Comparison of observed and model predicted conditions is
essential to building confidence in these predictions. Processes that contribute to key outputs must also be
compared against observations. This is especially important given that the individual processes contributing to a
key variable may be affected by differing mechanisms in a changing climate, as is the case with dynamic and
thermodynamic sea ice processes.

Sea ice model output has been compared against available observations (Boe et al., 2009; Massonnet et al., 2012;
Notz et al., 2020; Shu et al., 2015, 2020; Stroeve et al., 2007). While the mass budget of sea ice has been explored
(Holland et al., 2010; Keen et al., 2021), absent is comparison of modeled thermodynamic and dynamic sea ice
thickness effects independently against observations. The primary reason for this has been a lack of such ob-
servations. Allowing such a comparison, Anheuser et al. (2023a) presents a monthly, Arctic‐basin‐wide, and
25 km resolution Eulerian estimation of thermodynamic thickness growth occurring at the ice–ocean interface,
called basal thermodynamic growth, and the difference between this growth and overall thickness change, called
residual thickness effects, on wintertime sea ice thickness from 2010 to 2021.

Here, mean overall thickness, basal thickness growth and residual thickness effects from the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM2) submission to the Ocean Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 2 (OMIP2) and Pan‐Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIO-
MAS) are compared to Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) CryoSat‐2/Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity
(CS2SMOS) sea ice thickness and the observational estimates from Anheuser et al. (2023a), created using the
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Stefan’s Law Integrated Conducted Energy (SLICE) method (Anheuser et al., 2022). Because both CESM2‐
OMIP2 and PIOMAS are reanalysis‐forced, their outputs should closely represent the conditions that occurred
during a given historical time period. Any observed deviations from these conditions can be used for model
interpretation and improvement.

2. Data
Both CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS output thermodynamic sea ice thickness growth terms and a dynamic sea ice
effect term that are similar to the observational estimates shown in Anheuser et al. (2023a), within whose
framework these two processes sum to overall growth via the following governing equation:

∂H
∂t
= f (t,H,x) − ∇ ⋅ (uH), (1)

where H is plane slab thickness; t is time; f is a function of time, thickness and position vector x describing
thermodynamic thickness change; and u is the ice motion vector. The second term on the right hand side rep-
resents dynamic thickness processes. CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS utilize a similar governing equation, char-
acterizing thickness as a distribution discretized into bins rather than a slab thickness and including a ridging term
to transfer volume between bins as described by Thorndike et al. (1975).

2.1. AWI CS2SMOS

Sea ice thickness observations from satellite‐based altimetry, such as those from European Space Agency (ESA)
CryoSat‐2 carrying the SAR/Interferometric Radar Altimeter‐2 (SIRAL‐2) instrument, have relatively high
spatial resolution but low coverage owing to the small instrument footprint (Laxon et al., 2013; Wingham
et al., 2006). At lower latitudes, these issues worsen as revisit times lengthen and uncertainties become larger as
the ice thins. To address this issue, the AWI CS2SMOS thickness dataset combines thickness observations from
CryoSat‐2 with thickness retrieved using the ESA Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite, aboard
which the Microwave Imaging Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) instrument measures passive
microwave brightness temperatures that are used along with a energy budget model to estimate thickness (Ricker
et al., 2017). Through optimal interpolation, CS2SMOS reduces biases for thinner ice when compared against
airborne NASA Operation Ice Bridge (OIB) data and more importantly provides weekly coverage of the entire
Arctic basin on a 25 km EASE‐Grid 2.0 by virtue of SMOS’s daily basin‐wide coverage.

2.2. SLICE

Observational estimates of sea ice thickness changes from basal thermodynamics and residual processes for
comparison here were taken from Anheuser et al. (2023a), who used SLICE (Anheuser et al., 2022) to retrieve
basal thermodynamic growth and calculate residual process effects, referred to henceforth as SLICE residual and
defined as the difference between the retrieved thermodynamic growth and thickness changes from CS2SMOS
sea ice thickness. These residual effects include primarily dynamic process changes but also include thermo-
dynamic processes other than basal growth such as frazil growth, snow–ice formation or melt.

SLICE treats wintertime sea ice as a simple system exhibiting a linear vertical temperature profile between
boundary condition temperatures at the ice–ocean interface and snow–ice interface. This relationship is described
by Stefan’s Law (Lepparanta, 1993; Stefan, 1891):

f (t,H,x) =
κeff
ρiLH

(T f − Tsi) −
Fw

ρiL
, (2)

where f(t, H, x) is the thermodynamic growth rate, ρi is the density of sea ice, L is the latent heat of fusion, κeff is
the effective thermal conductivity of sea ice, H is sea ice thickness, Tf is the freezing point of sea water, Tsi is the
snow–ice interface temperature, and Fw is basal heat flux from the liquid sea water to the solid sea ice. In SLICE, a
passive microwave snow–ice interface temperature retrieval (Kilic et al., 2019) and CS2SMOS are inserted into
this relationship to determine the thermodynamic growth rate. The multi‐phase effects on latent heat of fusion and
effective thermal conductivity are variable and accounted for using the relationships developed in Feltham
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et al. (2006). Sea ice density and basal flux are set constant at 917 kgm− 3 and 2W− 2, respectively. Horizontal heat
conduction, thermal inertia and internal heat sources are assumed to be negligible, limiting its validity to 1
November through 31 March. Lastly, SLICE is viable only in areas with greater than 95% sea ice concentration
(SIC) due to the effects of open water on passive microwave emissivity. Based on the availability of CryoSat‐2
data, the results cover 2010 through 2021 except November 2011 through March 2012, due to a gap in the passive
microwave data coverage. The results are on a weekly basis following the temporal resolution of CS2SMOS but
are shown here and in Anheuser et al. (2023a) on a monthly basis. The CS2SMOS and both thermodynamic and
residual data are on the 25 km EASE‐Grid 2.0, while the snow–ice interface temperature retrieval data is linearly
interpolated from its north polar stereographic to match.

2.3. CESM2‐OMIP2

NCAR CESM2 is a World Climate Research Program (WCRP) CMIP Phase 6 (Eyring et al., 2016) class, fully
coupled Earth system model (Danabasoglu et al., 2020) consisting of biogeochemistry, atmosphere, land, ocean,
and sea ice components. The CESM2‐OMIP2 experiment served as the NCAR contribution to OMIP2, which was
endorsed as part of CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016; Tsujino et al., 2020). This ocean and sea ice only model run
utilizes the Parallel Ocean Program, version 2 ocean model (POP2) (Smith et al., 2010) and Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) Community Ice Code Version 5.1.2 sea ice model (CICE5) (Hunke et al., 2015). CICE5
includes the thermodynamics described by Bitz and Lipscomb (1999) and the dynamics described by Hunke and
Dukowicz (2002), which incorporates an elastic‐viscous‐plastic sea ice rheology. The ice thickness distribution
within each grid cell is described by Thorndike et al. (1975) and is discretized into eight categories. The CICE5
model includes a parameterization of multi‐phase thermodynamics as described by Turner and Hunke (2015) and
includes a melt pond parameterization (Hunke et al., 2013) and salinity dependent freezing temperature.

CESM2‐OMIP2 is forced by an adapted version of the Japanese 55‐year atmospheric reanalysis product (JRA‐55)
(Kobayashi et al., 2015), called JRA55‐driving ocean (JRA55‐do), that was purpose‐built for driving ocean‐sea
ice models (Tsujino et al., 2018). As such, CESM2‐OMIP2 is intended to mimic observed conditions. The single
CESM2‐OMIP2 simulation covers 1958 to 2018 and is spun up by repeating the 61 years forcing cycle five times
prior to the sixth cycle. Here we used monthly data from this sixth cycle accessed via the Earth System Grid
Federation (https://esgf.llnl.gov/index.html, last access: 10 October 2022). Basal thermodynamic growth is
directly output while frazil, snow–ice and evaporation/sublimation thickness changes are also output and included
in the residual category along with dynamics. Sea ice mass tendencies output by CESM2‐OMIP2 were converted
to thickness tendencies in m month− 1 using a density of 917 kg m− 3 following Anheuser et al. (2022) and
Alexandrov et al. (2010).

2.4. PIOMAS

Similar to CESM2‐OMIP2, the Pan‐Arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) is a
reanalysis‐driven, coupled sea ice model. PIOMAS utilizes the POP ocean model version 1, coupled with a
thickness and enthalpy distribution (TED) sea ice model (Zhang & Rothrock, 2003a). The TED model treats
thickness as a discretized distribution using 12 categories with a ridging term (Thorndike et al., 1975) and includes
a viscous–plastic rheology (Hibler, 1979). The output dataset is intended to replicate historical sea ice thickness
from 1978 to the present and is created by driving the model using daily National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC) SIC and NCEP/NCAR reanalysis surface forcing and sea surface temperatures (SSTs). Basal growth is
the only thermodynamic process modeled so residual processes include only dynamics.

3. Method and Results
The thickness datasets were converted to m and tendency datasets to m month− 1. Results are November to March
monthly mean data from each dataset including only grid cells with greater than 95% SIC. Comparisons begin
November 2010 based on the availability of SLICE, and end after December 2018 with the end of CESM2‐
OMIP2. November 2011 through March 2012 is excluded due to the gap in SLICE availability. The PIOMAS
and CESM2‐OMIP2 datasets were linearly interpolated to the 25 km EASE‐Grid 2.0.

Monthly mean thickness, basal thermodynamic growth and residual changes from CS2SMOS/SLICE, PIOMAS
and OMIP2 are depicted in Figure 1 and uncertainties of the CS2SMOS/SLICE terms are shown in Figure S1 in
Supporting Information S1. Figure 2 shows differences between CS2SMOS/SLICE and both PIOMAS and
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CESM2‐OMIP2 in these terms. Thermodynamic and residual effects are summed across the entire region and by
regions per Meier and Stewart (2023) on a mean monthly volume basis in Figure 3 and as a time series in Figure
S2 in Supporting Information S1.

All datasets show a mean thickness field in Figure 1 with the greatest values, near 4 m, north of the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) decreasing to the lowest values, near 1 m, in the peripheral seas.
However, this decrease is more gradual, uniform and significant across the Arctic basin in CS2SMOS than
in PIOMAS or CESM2‐OMIP2. Of particular note is a narrow region of sea ice thickness, greater than 4 m,
along the northern boundary of the CAA present in the CESM2‐OMIP2 dataset but not in the others.
Figure 2 shows these differences, with both CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS having less ice thickness in the
central Arctic and more ice thickness in the peripheral seas when compared to CS2SMOS. The differences

Figure 1. Monthly mean overall thickness, basal growth and residual thickness changes from November to March beginning
with November 2010 and ending with December 2018 (excluding November 2011–March 2012) for CS2SMOS/SLICE (a–
c), PIOMAS (d–f) and CESM2‐OMIP2 (g–i). CESMOMIP2 residual effects are further partitioned into dynamics and frazil,
snow–ice and evaporation/sublimation thickness changes (j–k). All datasets show high mean thickness and low basal
thermodynamic growth near the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and low mean thickness and high basal thermodynamic
growth in the peripheral seas, though CS2SMOS/SLICE show a larger magnitude and gradual gradient than PIOMAS or
CESM2‐OMIP2. Additionally, while basal growth is always positive, residual processes are positive in some regions and
negative in others and serve to maintain the pattern in mean thickness.
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in the central Arctic are particularly strong in CESM2‐OMIP2 where thickness is often lower than
CS2SMOS by over 1 m with the exception of the narrow strip along the CAA, where thickness is higher
by an even greater margin.

The basal thermodynamic growth fields all broadly show higher growth in the peripheral seas than the central
Arctic, as expected due to the inverse relationship between thickness and growth rate. However, this pattern is
more significant in SLICE than the others, following the corresponding effect in mean thickness fields. Over a
large area between the CAA and the North Pole, SLICE depicts very low basal thermodynamic sea ice thickness
growth, less than 0.1 m month− 1. Neither of the other two datasets show such a low basal thermodynamic growth
anywhere across the study region. Over the central Arctic, the CESM2 mean ice thickness is 1 m thinner than that

Figure 2. Monthly mean overall thickness, basal growth and residual thickness change differences between PIOMAS and
CS2SMOS/SLICE (a–c), and CESM2‐OMIP2 and CS2SMOS/SLICE (d–f) from November to March beginning with
November 2010 and ending with December 2018 (excluding November 2011–March 2012). For both PIOMAS and CESM2‐
OMIP2, mean thickness and residual processes are negatively biased in the central Arctic and positively biased in the
peripheral seas while basal thermodynamic growth differences show a reversed pattern of positive bias in the central Arctic
and negative bias in the peripheral seas.

Figure 3. Basal growth (blue) and residual changes (orange) for SLICE, CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS for the entire region (a), central Arctic (b), Beaufort Sea (c),
Chukchi Sea (d), East Siberian Sea (e) and Laptev Sea (f) from November to March beginning with November 2010 and ending with December 2018 (excluding
November 2011–March 2012). Over the entire region and peripheral seas, the models have greater dynamic effect than the observational estimates.
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of SLICE and PIOMAS, however the sea ice thermodynamic growth is much closer to that of SLICE than
PIOMAS. Basal thermodynamic growth in the peripheral seas are similar across the datasets, though the polynyas
show increased basal thermodynamic growth in SLICE over the others. Additionally, PIOMAS and CESM2‐
OMIP2 have lower basal thermodynamic growth in the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas relative to SLICE and
higher mean thickness relative to CS2SMOS. These patterns are confirmed in Figure 2, where lower basal
thermodynamic growth in the peripheral seas of 0–0.1 m month− 1 is mirrored by higher basal thermodynamic
growth by a similar or, as in the PIOMAS data, greater margin in the central Arctic relative to the observational
estimates.

Mean residual effects from the three datasets have similarities in Figure 1 but also subtle differences. In all
datasets, residual effects contribute to thickness increases in some areas of the Chukchi and East Siberian Sea,
likely due to ridging and advection of thicker ice into them (Duncan & Farrell, 2022), and decreases in coastal
Laptev Seas, likely due to divergence of ice seaward from coastal polynyas (Hoffman et al., 2019; Willmes &
Heinemann, 2016), but the extent and magnitude of these effects differ. In the SLICE dataset, residual effects
rarely exceed 0.2 m month− 1 in the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas, whereas both PIOMAS and CESM2‐
OMIP2 show much of this region exceeding 0.2 m month− 1 and sometimes greater than 0.4 m month− 1. In
the Laptev Sea, residual effects of less than − 0.4 m month− 1 are found in SLICE but rarely are less than
− 0.2 m month− 1 in the other datasets.

An important difference between SLICE and both PIOMAS and CESM2‐OMIP2 is a region of significant re-
sidual thickness increase found in SLICE just north of most of the CAA and extending towards the peripheral
seas, between 0.1 m month− 1 and 0.2 m month− 1 (Figure 1), likely due to ridging and convergence by the
Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift (Duncan & Farrell, 2022; Kwok &Cunningham, 2016). Neither PIOMAS nor
CESM2‐OMIP2 depicts this region to be as expansive, though both show indications of this area and CESM2‐
OMIP2 includes a larger region of 0–0.1 month− 1. The CESM2‐OMIP2 residual is also partitioned into the
dynamics component and a frazil, snow–ice, evaporation/sublimation component, showing that dynamics dictates
the residual effect pattern though the frazil, snow–ice and evaporation/sublimation component does contribute to
thickness increase basin‐wide. These trends are also depicted in Figure 2 showing modeled Central Arctic residual
effects are lower than the observational estimates by 0–0.1 m month− 1 and higher, sometimes by greater margins,
in much of the remaining areas.

Figure 3 shows both basal thermodynamic growth and residual effects summed across the study region and each
sub‐region. Across the entire study region, PIOMAS shows the most basal thermodynamic growth and CESM2‐
OMIP2 the least. Mean residual effects have a net negative effect across the study region in SLICE and PIOMAS
but are positive in CESM2‐OMIP2, signally a significant deviation between the models. Confirming the trend
discussed above, SLICE residual effects are below that of CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS in the Chukchi, East
Siberian and Laptev Seas. Curiously, Central Arctic basal thermodynamics are greatest in CESM2‐OMIP2, likely
owing to the regional boundary extending beyond the broad region of underestimated dynamics shown in
Figure 2. Figure S2 shows this data in a yearly time series format. The datasets often show similar year to year
variation in basal thermodynamic growth, particularly across the entire region, where all three datasets show
similar magnitudes and variation. The same cannot be said for residual effects, where both yearly variation and
magnitudes are often different amongst the datasets. It is difficult to discern any temporal trends during the
CS2SMOS/SLICE time period.

SLICE is largely driven by the passive–microwave–retrieved snow–ice interface temperature. To add context to
the comparison between SLICE and CESM2‐OMIP2, differences between CESM2‐OMIP2 and passive micro-
wave snow–ice interface temperature as well as differences between SLICE and SLICE replicated using CESM2‐
OMIP2 snow–interface temperature and thickness are shown in Figure 4. The model has warmer snow–ice
interface temperatures than the satellite retrieval over most of the study area, with the exception of a region of
negative bias, less than 4 K, just north of the western CAA and in the Beaufort Sea. Over much of the remaining
area, the difference is less than 4 K. In much of the eastern hemisphere, however, differences are between 4 and
8 K and sometimes greater. The resultant differences in SLICE and CESM2‐OMIP2 SLICE‐replica follow these
trends. Thermodynamic growth from CESM2‐OMIP2 SLICE‐replica is reduced versus model output thermo-
dynamic growth. Even still, the differences between CESM2‐OMIP2 SLICE‐replica and SLICE show a similar
pattern to those shown in Figure 2 with higher basal growth in the central Arctic and lower basal growth in the
peripheral seas compared to SLICE.
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4. Discussion
Basal thermodynamic processes work to reduce spatial gradients in sea ice thickness via the inverse rela-
tionship between growth rate and thickness present in Equation 2, leaving residual processes to maintain large
scale spatial structure in thickness patterns. Figures 1 and 2 show mean thickness structures in all datasets
that closely reflect the structure in the residual effects. To better match mean thickness from CS2SMOS, the
PIOMAS and CESM2 models would need to better reflect the residual effect patterns revealed by SLICE. In
turn, representation of basal thermodynamic growth would more closely match SLICE via the influence of
mean thickness on this process. Because the majority of residual effects are due to dynamics as the 95% SIC
and wintertime‐only constraints on this analysis minimizes the impact of thermodynamic processes outside of
basal growth, adjustment to dynamic model components such that thickness increases that currently manifest
in the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas were relocated to more expansive regions north of the CAA may
improve model outputs.

Both models rely upon similar model strategies and utilize the same POP ocean model and are reanalysis‐forced.
Both models use a governing thickness equation as described by Thorndike et al. (1975). A momentum balance
accounts for the various forces acting on sea ice and determines the ice motion field. Essential to this component
of the models are a set of parameterizations that determine what results when a stress is applied to a parcel of ice.
Does the ice move? Does the ice ridge and raft upon nearby ice? Does the ice break free of surrounding ice and
form a lead? Does the ice remain in place and compress? It is possible that adjustments must be made in these
processes for the models to more accurately reflect observational estimates of thermodynamic and residual ef-
fects. It is possible that the underlying ocean circulation needs to be adjusted to achieve these dynamic effects as
well, especially given the both models use versions of the POP ocean model.

Differences in basal thermodynamic growth between SLICE and the models reflect the difference in overall
thickness caused by dynamic processes but also may be affected by contrasts in how each dataset models ther-
modynamic processes. Whereas instantaneous retrieval of thermodynamic growth rate in SLICE is made possible
by assuming a linear vertical temperature profile in the ice, PIOMAS and CESM2‐OMIP2 discretize the ice–snow
system into layers, allowing for variable profiles that account for thermal inertia. These effects are typically not
significant in winter but may play a role in early and late growth season. PIOMAS and CESM2‐OMIP2 account
for radiative processes at the snow surface, albeit through reanalysis data that have known issues in the Arctic
(Batrak & Müller, 2019). SLICE does not account for these radiative processes but need not do so because use of
the snow–ice interface temperature as the upper boundary condition for the vertical profile removes the snow and
surface radiative processes from the system. Consequently, SLICE is directly impacted by any errors in the snow–

Figure 4. Mean CESM2‐OMIP2 Tsi (a), mean passive microwave Tsi (b) and their difference (c) and mean CESM2‐OMIP2
SLICE (d), mean SLICE (e) and their difference (f) from November to March beginning with November 2010 and ending
with December 2018 (excluding November 2011–March 2012). Even though CESM2‐OMIP2 snow–ice interface
temperature is biased positive relative to passive microwave snow–ice interface temperature, CESM2‐OMIP2 SLICE has a
similar difference with SLICE of positive biased growth in the central Arctic and negative biased growth in the peripheral
seas.
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ice interface temperature retrieval. Finally, SLICE treats thickness as constant throughout a grid cell, whereas
both CESM2‐OMIP2 and PIOMAS represent thickness as a distribution. Because the effect of thickness on
growth rate is non‐linear, this may affect the results.

Often, comparisons of sea ice thickness in global climate models to observations are avoided due to uncertainties
in the observations. Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 shows uncertainties in the mean fields in Figure 1.
Differences between the observational estimates and model outputs shown in Figure 2 are greater in most regions
than the uncertainty. These uncertainties were calculated using the methodology described in Anheuser
et al. (2023a), which allows for a correlation coefficient of 0.6 between spatial and temporal neighbors in the
calculation of uncertainties in the spatial and temporal derivatives of CS2SMOS that are present in the SLICE
methodology. The rationale for the use of this coefficient and further discussion of SLICE uncertainty is found in
Anheuser et al. (2023a). Other covariances may exist across the input sources to SLICE but are difficult to
identify.

5. Summary
Observations of thermodynamic sea ice thickness growth and dynamic sea ice thickness effects based on satellite
data (Anheuser et al., 2023a) make possible an examination of these processes as represented by a global climate
model and a sea ice model reanalysis. Relative to these observational estimates, both CESM2‐OMIP2 and
PIOMAS exhibit a similar pattern of higher basal thermodynamic growth and lower residual effects in the central
Arctic, and vice versa in the regions where the Transpolar Drift originates and the Chukchi, Barents and Kara
Seas. That these datasets show similar results is not surprising, given that the sea ice model components within
each are built upon the same fundamental studies and ocean model. It is likely that adjustments to the parame-
terization of the dynamic component of the sea ice models is required. This study is a first step towards un-
derstanding how climate models represent the processes that influence sea ice thickness and how these processes
compare with current real world conditions in observational estimates.

Data Availability Statement
Code for creation of the figures in this work is available at Anheuser et al. (2023c). Observational estimate data
described by Anheuser et al. (2023a) is available at Anheuser et al. (2023b). The production of the merged
CryoSat‐SMOS sea ice thickness data was funded by the ESA project SMOS & CryoSat‐2 Sea Ice Data Product
Processing and Dissemination Service (grant: REKLIM‐2013‐04), and data from 1 November 2010–1 December
2018 were obtained from the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) (Kaleschke et al., 2019). National Climate and
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model 2 (CESM2) data was accessed via the Earth
System Grid Federation (Danabasoglu, 2019). Pan‐Arctic Ice‐Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIO-
MAS) data was accessed at Zhang and Rothrock (2003b).
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